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IPNA: COVID-19 in Israel 

In Israel we started to deal with the COVID-19 at the beginning of March. The 

Ministry of Health built a special department outside the "SHEBA" Hospital in 

Tel Aviv. On March 15, the government closed the borders. Only a few flights 

could land, and all the passengers were required to be isolated for 14 days, 

first at home but later in "CORONA Hotels" managed by the IDF. The 

government subsequently decided to have a COVID-19 department in every 

hospital. Doctors, nurses, technicians, and other staff were trained and were 

working only in those departments. Banks, supermarkets, and other important workplaces kept running. 

The main problem of the medical services was the lack of information, 

confusing messages, lack of protective equipment and fear stemming from 

the high number of patients who need intubation and intensive care. Two 

major issues were the reduced number of tests for COVID-19 and staff 

contamination. Most of the hospitals stopped the elective surgeries and 

operated only on emergency patients. In this scenario, many questions were 

raised in the OR about the consequences of operating on patients with 

COVID-19. As a result, the operating room departments decided to allocate a 

room to treat COVID-19 patients following strict guidelines for cleaning and 

patient transfers. The operating room staff worked together and worked 12-

hour shifts. The medical staff received a lot of support from the community: 

many restaurants sent food to hospitals; the medical community was chosen as the hero of Independence Day 

celebrations; and people stood at windows and balconies to clap in honour of the efforts of nurses while the air 

force performed an acrobatic flight. The lockdown was lifted at the end of May. Schools, shops, hotels, transport, 

beaches, pubs, and restaurants started to open. However, massive events and airports remain closed. Meetings 

up to 50 people are allowed. Unfortunately, IPNA had to cancel all activities. During these months, we were 

able to keep the association running virtually and bring our members essential information provided by EORNA, 

WHO, and IFPN. Our first face-to-face Board Meeting was finally convened on June 8 and we were delighted 

to see each other again. 
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